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This presentation has been prepared by Rio Tinto plc and Rio Tinto Limited (“Rio Tinto”) and comprises the slides for a presentation 
concerning Rio Tinto.  By reviewing/attending this presentation you agree to be bound by the following conditions

Forward looking statement

This presentation includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, 
and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. All statements other than statements of historical facts included 
in this presentation, including, without limitation, those regarding Rio Tinto’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives 
of management for future operations (including development plans and objectives relating to Rio Tinto’s products, production forecasts 
and reserve and resource positions), are forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown 
risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Rio Tinto, or industry results, 
to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking 
statements. 

Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding Rio Tinto’s present and future business strategies 
and the environment in which Rio Tinto will operate in the future. Among the important factors that could cause Rio Tinto’s actual 
results, performance or achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, among others, levels of 
actual production during any period, levels of demand and market prices, the ability to produce and transport products profitably, the 
impact of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and operating costs, operational problems, political uncertainty and 
economic conditions in relevant areas of the world, the actions of competitors, activities by governmental authorities such as changes 
in taxation or regulation and such other risk factors identified in Rio Tinto's most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F filed with the 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") or Form 6-Ks furnished to the SEC. Forward-looking statements 
should, therefore, be construed in light of such risk factors and undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements. 
These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this presentation. Rio Tinto expressly disclaims any obligation or 
undertaking (except as required by applicable law, the City Code on Takeovers and Mergers (the “Takeover Code”), the UK Listing 
Rules, the Disclosure and Transparency Rules of the Financial Services Authority and the Listing Rules of the Australian Securities 
Exchange) to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in Rio 
Tinto’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.

Nothing in this presentation should be interpreted to mean that future earnings per share of Rio Tinto plc or Rio Tinto Limited will 
necessarily match or exceed its historical published earnings per share.

Information about BHP Billiton included in this presentation is based on public information which has not been independently verified. 
Certain statistical and other information about Rio Tinto included in this presentation is sourced from publicly available third party 
sources. As such it presents the views of those third parties, but may not necessarily correspond to the views held by Rio Tinto.

Cautionary statement

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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BREAK

Introduction Tom Albanese

Rio Tinto’s approach to valuing growth Guy Elliott

Iron ore Sam Walsh

Copper Bret Clayton

Aluminium Dick Evans

Exploration Eric Finlayson

Summary Tom Albanese

Questions & answers

3

Seminar outline

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar

Introduction
Tom Albanese, CEO

Value and growth seminar

Thursday, 29 May 2008
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5

Rio Tinto’s portfolio of growth options are highly 
valuable in sustained strong markets

• Strong markets are set to continue

• Growth options can be highly valuable in strong markets; Rio   
Tinto’s methodology identifies and values these explicitly

• Quality growth options help position Rio Tinto to deliver upside; we 
will underline this today by:

• providing further detail on our strong growth pipeline

• outlining our extensive resources and announcing major additions

• presenting our promising exploration portfolio

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 5

6

The unprecedented increase in global urbanised 
population will be driven by emerging markets 

China
292

South 
America

97

India
212

Africa
308

Other Asia
371

Other*
139

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 6

Forecast global growth in urbanised population 2005 - 2025
Millions of people

* Includes North America, Europe and Oceania
Source: UN Population Division

Total increase = 1.4bn people

• China and India, the 
largest single 
contributors, will 
experience a combined 
increase of over half a 
billion people…

• …but growth is global, 
with a total increase in 
urbanised population 
2005–25 of 1.4bn people
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Urbanisation drives steel consumption growth 
faster than GDP during economic development

Developing
provinces

Middle income
provinces

Developed cities

Other
Heavy Industry**
Machinery
Automobile and home appliances
Construction

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 7

Chinese steel usage 
By industry and province

*  2005 Data, Total Chinese steel consumption 326Mt (256kg per capita)        **   Heavy industry refers to only shipbuilding, containers and railways  *** Dashed lines represent Rio Tinto forecasts 
Sources: China Statistical Yearbook, Provincial and city level Yearbooks, Building industry Yearbook, Automotive Industry Yearbook (various years), World Bank, IISI, CRU, UN, Rio Tinto analysis

Chinese steel intensity and GDP per 
capita growth***

kg/capita 2005* Index (GDP based on real 2000 dollars)

Steel consumption per capita:
China: CAGR = 12.2% pa

155

353

817

GDP per capita:
China: CAGR = 8.5% pa

GDP per 
capita ($) 0 -1,500 1,500 - 4,000 4,000 – 9,000

8

844

1136

1421
1624

2007 2012 2017 2022

Global seaborne iron ore
Mt

Global aluminium
Mt

Global copper
Mt

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 8

These trends will lead to a doubling of demand 
in key Rio Tinto products over the next 15 years

2x

35

44

54

66

2007 2012 2017 2022

19

26

33

38

2007 2012 2017 2022

2x 2x

Source: Global Insight for GDP and population forecasts; Rio Tinto estimates for commodity expenditure profiles; Rio Tinto 2007 annual report;
Note: Expenditure profiles are based on Rio Tinto estimates of global income and consumption relationships and average real terms prices between 1990-2006. Iron ore 
calculated based on crude steel demand projections, assuming all met by blast furnace production at historic average export prices.
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9

844

1136

1421
1624

2007 2012 2017 2022

Global seaborne iron ore
Mt

Global aluminium
Mt

Global copper
Mt

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 9

These trends will lead to a doubling of demand 
in key Rio Tinto products over the next 15 years

35

44

54

66

2007 2012 2017 2022

19

26

33

38

2007 2012 2017 2022

Growth equivalent to
~5x Rio Tinto Pilbara*

Growth equivalent to
~12x Escondida**

Growth equivalent to
~31x Rio Tinto Alcan
Saguenay smelters***

* 2007 production, 100% basis   **  2007 production, 100% basis; includes mined and refined production *** Including 2007 production from four wholly-owned 
smelters in the Saguenay region
Source: Global Insight for GDP and population forecasts; Rio Tinto estimates for commodity expenditure profiles; Rio Tinto 2007 annual report; Rio Tinto Fourth 
Quarter 2007 Operations Review; Rio Tinto Alcan data
Note: Expenditure profiles are based on Rio Tinto estimates of global income and consumption relationships and average real terms prices between 1990-2006. Iron 
ore calculated based on crude steel demand projections, assuming all met by blast furnace production at historic average export prices.
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Strong markets will continue, driven by demand 
growth and supply–side pressure and constraints

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 10

Strong, sustained demand growth… …supply side pressure & constraints

• The world is undergoing a structural change 
in demand for resources…

• …underpinned by unprecedented 
urbanisation and industrialisation rates in 
developing countries…

• …driving increasing resource intensity…

• …with volume demand for key 
commodities expected to double over the 
next fifteen years

• Steepening cost curves:
– Structural shift in energy costs
– Declining ore grades / deeper orebodies 

with increasing extraction costs
– Currency effects putting upward pressure 

on prices (RMB and INR)

• Expansion challenges for marginal assets:
– Shortage of project skills/experience
– Long lead time for key inputs
– Access to financingF
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11
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Cost of Iron Ore delivered to China

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 11

2006  

US$65/t CFR

Cash cost
USD/tonne

2006

Average spot 
price

Rio Tinto capacity weighted average

Supply–side pressure and constraints will 
contribute to ongoing strong markets

Cumulative production

Source: CRU, Clarkson's, CCCMC,  Rio Tinto estimates
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Cost of Iron Ore delivered to China

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 12

2006  

US$65/t CFR

2007  

US$113/t CFR

Cash cost
USD/tonne

2007

2006

Average spot 
price

Rio Tinto capacity weighted average

Supply–side pressure and constraints will 
contribute to ongoing strong markets

Cumulative production

Source: CRU, Clarkson's, CCCMC,  Rio Tinto estimates
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Cost of Iron Ore delivered to China

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 13

April 2008  

US$177/t CFR

2006  

US$65/t CFR

2007  

US$113/t CFR

Cash cost
USD/tonne

2007

2006

2008

2008 adjustments and assumptions:
• Oil price of $125
• Consensus view on long-run RMB 

appreciation against USD (to 5.5:1)
• 30% appreciation of Indian rail tariff

Average spot 
price

Rio Tinto capacity weighted average

Supply–side pressure and constraints will 
contribute to ongoing strong markets

Cumulative production

Source: CRU, Clarkson's, CCCMC,  Rio Tinto estimates

1429 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 14

Rio Tinto’s portfolio of growth options are 
highly valuable in sustained strong markets

• Strong markets are set to continue

• Growth options can be highly valuable in strong markets; Rio   
Tinto’s methodology identifies and values these explicitly

• Quality growth options help position Rio Tinto to deliver upside; 
we will underline this today by:

• providing further detail on our strong growth pipeline

• outlining our extensive resources and announcing major additions

• presenting our promising exploration portfolio
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Rio Tinto’s approach 
to valuing growth
Guy Elliott, CFO

Value and growth seminar

Thursday, 29 May 2008

1629 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 16

Rio Tinto’s approach to valuing growth: 
incorporating option value

• Rio Tinto’s strategy is to create value by investing in large, 
long–life, relatively low–cost assets 

• Valuation frameworks typically do not focus on the growth 
upside associated with such assets during weak markets; 
this can be a major shortcoming in strong markets

• Rio Tinto’s rigorous approach to valuation has been updated 
to incorporate the value of growth options when evaluating 
investments (brownfield and greenfield) and transactions
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1729 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 17

DCF existing
capacity

Total value

Growth options provide significant value 
in strong markets

DCF known 
expansions

1. Value of current capacity and 
near term/committed projects

2. Value of upside from 
potential future growth

Components of value

High

Low

•Moderate or 
weak pricing 
outlook

•Limited growth 
pipelines/ 
resource base

•Strong pricing 
outlook

•Strong growth 
pipeline/ 
resources

1829 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 18

Expectations of sustained strong markets mean 
growth options are more valuable than in the past

Expansion cost

Expansion cost

Expansion payoff (driven by price)

• Low price outlook

• Many growth options “out of the money”

• Relatively low levels of price volatility

• High price outlook

• Many growth options “in the money”

• High levels of price volatility

1980s/1990s 2008

Low value of 
future expansion 

options

Potential range of future prices

Expansion payoff (driven by price)

High value of 
future expansion 

options

Expansion 
NPV>0

Potential range of future prices

Expansion NPV<0

Option 
payoff

Option 
payoff
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1929 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 19

We apply a simple scenario-based model to 
understand the full value of our growth options

Our valuation framework 
focuses on three parameters:

•Price scenarios (reflects current 
and potential future prices)

•Production scenarios (reflects 
expansion opportunities)

•Resource scenarios (reflects 
expansion opportunities and 
‘time to expiry’)

Growth options are most 
valuable when:

•Prices are high relative to 
expansion/operating costs 
(i.e. the option is close-to or in 
the money)

•Volatility of expected future 
price is high

•Time to ‘option expiry’ is long

2029 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 20

Illustrative price scenarios

Baseline

Fat tail

Higher 
long term

Higher
long term

Fat tail

Baseline Baseline commodity price forecasts

Highest baseline price maintained; 
thereafter reverting to baseline

Highest baseline price maintained; 
thereafter reverting to higher long term 
prices (above baseline)

Sustained strong prices: remaining flat or 
rising in real terms (no long-term reversion)Momentum

Momentum

Rio Tinto’s internal valuation framework is 
based around different pricing scenarios

Years
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2129 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 21

May 2008
Feb 2008

Jun 2007

Aug 2006

Sept 2005
Jul 2004

Jul 2003

Actual**

$0
$10
$20
$30
$40
$50
$60
$70
$80
$90

$100

2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013

$/t FOB contract prices (real 2007 US Dollars)

Iron ore fines contract price estimates*

Actual iron ore price outcomes have 
consistently been above consensus prices

* Average of broker forecasts as of series line date; price per tonne converted using 64% Fe and 7.5% moisture assumption.
** 2008 Actual figure reflects Vale’s announced settlement
Sources: Various analysts forecasts; Rio Tinto analysis

22

Continue to 
grow beyond 
the end of all 
current 
committed and 
conceptual 
projects at a 
steady rate, 
and assuming 
identification of 
further 
reserves as 
necessary 

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 22

Illustrative volume scenarios

Committed

Committed 
plus

Faster 
growth

Four volume scenarios complete the matrix

Steady 
growth

Committed Committed 
plus

Steady 
growth

Faster 
growth

Production
scenario:

Reserve/
resource
constraint:

Existing 
(Partial)

Existing 
(Full) Assumed replenishment

Planned 
production; 
partial 
conversion of 
resources to 
reserves; no 
additional 
capacity once 
end of mine 
life reached

Proceed with 
all committed 
and conceptual 
projects; 
production 
continues until 
depletion of 
known 
reserves and 
resources, and 
assuming full 
conversion of 
current 
resources to 
reserves 

‘
Sustained 
faster rate of 
growth (above 
sustained 
growth: the 
third column), 
and assuming 
identification of 
further 
reserves as 
necessary 

Years

Note: These scenarios are presented for illustration only; full conversion, or a particular rate of partial conversion of resources to reserves can not be guaranteed
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* The following hypothetical example of Rio Tinto’s approach to valuation assumes that Yandicoogina is under consideration for development today.  I.e., while the 
‘decision’ is subject to current price scenarios, production scenarios are based on the original plan

** From 1998 Rio Tinto Annual Report

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 23
Source: Geological survey of Western Australia - iron ore deposits of the Pilbara region, 1998 Rio Tinto Annual Report; Rio Tinto analysis

• Pilbara mine, 100% owned by Rio 
Tinto 

• High quality pisolite

• First quartile cost curve position

• 0.3Bt reserves and 0.9Bt resources 
at 31/12/1998**

• Demand for Yandicoogina fines
products has exceeded initial 
expectations and remains strong

• Yandicoogina has been able to 
ramp up production much faster 
than originally planned

YANDICOOGINA MINE*

A hypothetical example based on Yandicoogina 
illustrates our valuation approach

Cape Lambert
Dampier

Mesa J

Brockman 2

Nammuldi

Tom Price

Marandoo

Paraburdoo

Eastern Range
Channar

Yandicoogina

Hope Downs 1

West Angelas

2429 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 24

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Development 
stage

Possible 
expansion 

stage

YANDICOOGINA ORIGINAL PRODUCTION RAMP UP PLAN 

Million tonnes per annum

Source: Rio Tinto data

Yandicoogina base case production plan was 
15Mtpa, with potential expansion to 35Mtpa

Project year
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2529 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 25

0
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70

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66

Committed 
plus

Steady 
growth

Faster 
growth

Committed

YANDICOOGINA PRODUCTION SCENARIOS

Million tonnes per annum

Source: Rio Tinto data and analysis

Four illustrative production scenarios have 
been based on the original plans 

Project year

2629 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 26

Index; NPV of bottom left cell = 100

Production
scenario:

The Yandicoogina example demonstrates the 
option value in quality assets

Higher 
long term

Fat tail

Baseline’

Reserve/ 
resource
constraint:

Baseline

NPV OF YANDICOOGINA ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE, ASSUMING PRODUCTION RAMP UP STARTS 2008*

248 385 429 494 

125 181 201 230 

107 152 169 193 

100 145 162 185 

Momentum

Committed Committed 
plus

Steady 
growth

Faster 
growth

Existing 
(Partial)

Existing 
(Full) Assumed replenishment

* Baseline prices based on current consensus forecasts; Production scenarios and initial reserves/ resources based on 1998 data and plans; Financial assumptions based on market and Rio Tinto estimates
Assumptions and sources: Baseline prices based on May 2008 consensus forecasts; Initial reserves of 0.3Bt and resources of 0.9Bt (from Rio Tinto 1998 annual report); Base cash costs of US$11.30/t 

(AME estimates); Average base capex of US$100/t (Rio Tinto Pilbara visit presentation, Jan. 2008); Average base sustaining capex of US$1.50 (Rio Tinto estimate of average industry cost); Fe content of 
58.1% (Rio Tinto 1998 annual report); Moisture content of 7.5% (AME estimate); Annual exploration expense equivalent to total spend of $91m over 35 years included; Costs adjusted by 50% of any price 
movement; Straight-line depreciation assumed over 25 years; Nominal cost of capital of 9.5% (Goldman Sachs JBWere estimate of Rio Tinto cost of capital, 8/10/07); Inflation of 2.5%pa; Tax rate = 30%
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*  Based on AME data and forecasts

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 27

0
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0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66

Actual and 
forecast 
production*

YANDICOOGINA PRODUCTION OUTCOMES VERSUS SCENARIOS

Million tonnes per annum

Source: AME for actual production and forecasts; Rio Tinto data and analysis

Yandicoogina’s actual production has vastly 
exceeded the original plan and upside scenarios

Project year

Committed 
plus

Steady 
growth

Faster 
growth

Committed

2829 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 28

The valuation based on actual production is greater 
than the highest values in the illustrative matrix

497 

242 

207 

194 

Production
Scenario:

Baseline’

Index; NPV of bottom left cell = 100

Higher 
long term

Baseline

248 385 429 494 

125 181 201 230 

107 152 169 193 

100 145 162 185 

NPV OF YANDICOOGINA ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE, ASSUMING PRODUCTION RAMP UP STARTS 2008*

Committed Committed 
plus

Steady 
growth

Faster 
growth

Existing 
(Partial)

Existing 
(Full)

Equivalent to “committed” scenario

Momentum

Actual and 
forecast 

production**

Fat tail

Reserve/ 
resource
constraint:

Assumed replenishment

* Baseline prices based on current consensus forecasts; Production scenarios and initial reserves/ resources based on 1998 data and plans; Actual production and forecasts from AME; Financial 
assumptions based on market and Rio Tinto estimate.  **  Based on AME data and forecasts; assumes 70% conversion of resources to reserves, an assumption based on Rio Tinto experience.

Assumptions and sources: Baseline prices based on May 2008 consensus forecasts; Initial reserves of 0.3Bt and resources of 0.9Bt (from Rio Tinto 1998 annual report); Base cash costs of 
US$11.30/t (AME estimates); Average base capex of US$100/t (Rio Tinto Pilbara visit presentation, Jan. 2008); Average base sustaining capex of US$1.50 (Rio Tinto estimate of average industry 
cost); Fe content of 58.1% (Rio Tinto 1998 annual report); Moisture content of 7.5% (AME estimate); Exploration expense equivalent to total spend of $91m over 35 years included; Costs adjusted 
by 50% of any price movement; Straight-line depreciation assumed over 25 years; Nominal cost of capital of 9.5% (Goldman Sachs JBWere estimate of Rio Tinto cost of capital, 8/10/07); Inflation of 
2.5%pa; Tax rate = 30%
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2929 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 29

NPV / resources (inclusive of reserves, excluding inferred resources); 2008 US$ per tonne

Our approach allows observations of market 
valuation approaches such as resource multiples
IMPLIED RESOURCE MULTIPLES FOR YANDICOOGINA ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE*

Production
Scenario:

Baseline’

6.6 10.2 11.4 13.1

3.3 4.8 5.3 6.1

2.9 4.1 4.5 5.1

2.7 3.9 4.3 4.9

Higher 
long term

Baseline

Momentum

Committed Committed 
plus

Steady 
growth

Faster 
growth

Existing 
(Partial)

Existing 
(Full)

Fat tail

Reserve/ 
resource
constraint:

Assumed replenishment

* Baseline prices are based on current consensus forecasts; Production scenarios based on 1998 data and plans; Resources inclusive of reserves, excluding inferred resources used in this analysis for 
consistency in subsequent comparison with other iron ore companies; all scenarios calculated using same resource figure; Financial assumptions based on market and Rio Tinto estimate

Assumptions and sources: Baseline prices based on May 2008 consensus forecasts; initial resources inclusive of reserves of 1.3bt, excluding inferred resources (Rio Tinto); Base cash costs of US$11.30/t 
(AME estimates); Average base capex of US$100/t (Rio Tinto Pilbara visit presentation, Jan. 2008); Average base sustaining capex of US$1.50 (Rio Tinto estimate of average industry cost); Fe content of 
58.1% (Rio Tinto 1998 annual report); Moisture content of 7.5% (AME estimate); Exploration expense equivalent to total spend of $91m over 35 years included; Costs adjusted by 50% of any price 
movement; Straight-line depreciation assumed over 25 years; Nominal cost of capital of 9.5% (Goldman Sachs JBWere estimate of Rio Tinto cost of capital, 8/10/07); Inflation of 2.5%pa; Tax rate = 30%

30

*  'Measured and Indicated Resources only. The Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources are inclusive of those Mineral Resources modified to produce the Ore 
Reserves; Resource volumes adjusted to 63% Fe equivalent; Midwest Corporation multiple excludes magnetite resources; Methodology, assumptions and sources 
for Yandicoogina example can be found on previous pages

Results from the matrix are conservative 
compared with other iron ore companies

18.8

35.8

26.2
22.7

16.6

2.7

Fortescue Mt Gibson Murchison
Metals

Portman Midwest
Corporation

Yandicoogina
illustrative
example

Source: Rio Tinto data and analysis; Rio Tinto annual reports; Company reports and press releases; ASX filings; Bloomberg

Faster growth with 
assumed 
replenishment; 
momentum prices

13.1

NPV / resources (inclusive of reserves, excluding inferred resources); 2008 US$ per tonne

INDICATIVE ENTITY VALUE PER TONNE OF RESOURCE*

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 30

Enterprise 
value

27 May 08
$31.5bn $2.8bn $1.5bn $2.8bn $1.4bn
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The key themes presented today are linked 
to higher valuations

• Higher expected growth rates

• Cash generation potential

• Lower market (beta) risk 

• Lower discount rates

• Strong markets and sustained 
high prices

• Quality of asset base (relatively 
low cost; long life; expandable)

• Project pipeline of greenfield 
and brownfield growth

• New opportunity generation 
through existing mineralisation 
and exploration capability

Factors correlated with 
valuation multiples1

Drivers of Rio Tinto’s growth

1. Source: “Investments” by William F Sharpe (Prentice Hall)

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar

32

* Metals and mining demand growth based on market demand projections for seaborne iron ore, seaborne coking coal, aluminium, alumina, copper, nickel and zinc. 
Total metals and mining demand calculated as the sum of individual commodity demand, once converted to equivalent units at analyst consensus long term prices

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 32

Strong markets drive higher value for large, 
long-life, relatively low-cost resources 

Growth rate comparisons*
CAGR per cent

1. Strong growth pipeline

2. Long duration/    
expandable assets

3. Relatively low cost position

High option value

Rio Tinto growth position

+

+
4.2%

5.2%

8.6%

0%

3%

6%

9%

Real global
GDP growth
2008-2015

Metals and
mining

demand
2008-2015*

Rio Tinto
production

growth 2008-
2015

Source: Global insight for GDP data; Rio Tinto estimates for commodity demand profiles; broker reports for long run prices
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Iron Ore 
Sam Walsh, CEO Iron Ore

Value and growth seminar

Thursday, 29 May 2008
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* Based on 100% production, 100% reserves and 100% resources.

Source: Please refer to previously announced ore reserves and mineral resources in the 2001 to 2007 Rio Tinto annual reports.  For production data, please refer to the 
2001 to 2007 Rio Tinto quarterly operations reviews

As production rates have increased, so have 
reserves and resources

CAGR 8.5%

Rio Tinto Pilbara iron ore resources* (million tonnes)

Rio Tinto Pilbara iron ore reserves* (million tonnes)

CAGR 7.0%

CAGR 12.0%
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Source: Please refer to previously announced ore reserves and mineral resources in the Rio Tinto 2007 annual report and financial statements and press releases 
in 2008.

More than 40% uplift in iron ore resources since 
December 2006

Rio Tinto global iron ore resources

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Rio Tinto Pilbara iron ore production (100% basis)

West Angelas

North acquisition

1966 1985 2007

Initial infrastructure investment at Tom Price 
has created a Pilbara iron ore province
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Resource replenishment and expansion options 
are inherent qualities of Tier 1 assets

Hamersley Iron’s mine developments are 
first-rate examples of Tier 1 assets

• Initial Tom Price mine plan was based on 
500mt of reserves

• Since first production in the mid 1960s, 
Hamersley Iron has produced 1,870mt

• Current Hamersley Iron reserves are 
1,819mt

• Production growth has been achieved 
through a combination of brownfield 
expansions and greenfield developments

Source: Please refer to previously announced ore reserves and mineral resources in the Rio Tinto 2007 annual report 
* All production and reserve figures are quoted on a 100% basis – this includes 100% of Channar, 100% of Eastern Range and 100% of Hope Downs

Hamersley Iron production and reserves
(100% basis*)

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Deposit size scale 

(equity share)

>1.0Bt

0.5-1.0Bt

0-0.5Bt

Rio Tinto Resources

Rio Tinto Tenements

Rio Tinto Reserves

Rio Tinto Exploration Target

Source: Please refer to previously announced ore reserves and mineral resources in the Rio Tinto 2007 annual report.  The targeted mineralisation is based on Rio 
Tinto’s exploration and production experience in the region, including an assessment of tenure areas using surface mapping, drilling results and other information.  The 
target mineralisation is conceptual in nature – there has been insufficient exploration to define a mineral resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will results in
the determination of a mineral resource.  

Key exploration targets concentrated in close 
proximity to our existing infrastructure

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Exploration targets are supported by significant 
work

• Our exploration targets build on a huge body of knowledge and vast experience, gained over Rio Tinto’s 40 

years of exploration and mining in the Pilbara region

• The stratigraphy and lithologies that host these targets are well understood. There has been substantial 

surface mapping, geophysics and drilling completed, supported by a suite of assays, quality assurance,

metallurgical test-work and some resource modelling. Some of the larger targets have been evaluated in 

significant detail

• Specific focus is on targets within the Brockman and Marra Mamba iron formations, Brockman detritals and 

channel iron deposits - all host to existing Rio Tinto mines. All targets use a minimum 50% iron cut-off

• The targets cover 60 prospective areas, made up of 350 individual prospects, all within Rio Tinto’s tenure. 

There is also substantial untested potential on Rio Tinto tenure in addition to this target

• The business plan is to progressively work through these targets to support expansion and longevity

• The potential quantity and grade of this target is conceptual in nature. There has been insufficient exploration 

to define a mineral resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the determination of a mineral 

resource

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Reporting of Exploration Targets

John Phillips, Pilbara Resources Competent Person: the Exploration Targets (being reported under Section 18 of 

the JORC Code) are based on assessments of prospects within Rio Tinto’s Pilbara Tenure which are supported by 

surface mapping, geophysics, grid drilling, metallurgical test-work and modelling undertaken over the last 40 years. 

However there may be changes during evaluation of this mineralisation which can only be established through 

further work.

The potential quantity and grade is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient exploration to define a Mineral 

Resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in discovery of a Mineral Resource.

The information in this presentation that relates to Exploration Targets is based on information compiled by John 

Phillips who is a  member of the Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.  John Phillips is a full-time employee 

of Rio Tinto Iron Ore and has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of 

deposit under consideration and to the activity which they are undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as 

defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and 

Ore Reserves’.  John Phillips consents to the inclusion in the presentation of the matters based on his information 

in the form and context in which it appears.

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Brockman ores grade/tonnage curve

There is additional potential to expand resources 
at existing operations and undeveloped deposits

Target upside:
Potential uplift (from 0 to 4.1bt) through 
additional marketing and metallurgical -
processing  studies

The graph indicates the possible range of tonnes for potential additional mineralisation that may exist within the reported resource base but sits below our currently 
defined economic cut-off grades and geological filters (as at Dec 31 2007). They do not meet the “reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction” as required 
by the JORC code so can not be described as Mineral Resources. The potential quantity and grade is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient investigations to 
define a Mineral Resource and it is uncertain if further work will result in delineation of a Mineral Resource.

Reported Brockman resources
as at Dec 31 2007
excluding reserves
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Rapid progress is being made on the expansion 
to 320mtpa in the Pilbara

Estimated iron ore production
(100% basis)

• Expansion from 220mtpa to 320mtpa
• Pre-feasibility studies well advanced with major 

components (port and rail) scheduled for 
advancement to feasibility by Q4 2008

• Major infrastructure commitments anticipated to be 
approved in 1H 2009

• Over 20 individual components under study, 
reflecting more than $150m in upfront investment

• Early works planning and production slots for long 
lead time items scheduled - significant investment 
anticipated pre project approval 

• Projects division recently celebrated 3 million work 
hours LTI free, reflecting our ongoing emphasis on 
safety in a period of rapid growth

• Capital cost ~ $10 billion*

Project details

Source: Rio Tinto estimates
* 2007 Rio Tinto Order of Magnitude study

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Source: Rio Tinto estimates
* 2007 Rio Tinto Order of Magnitude study
**  Please refer to Simandou resources press release dated 29 May 2008

Simandou project continues to advance, with 
2.25bt of resources announced

Estimated iron ore production
(million tonnes per annum)

Project details

• Rio Tinto ownership – 95%

• Government of Guinea – 20% buy in option 

• Size of mining concession 738km2

• Project status – Pre feasibility study

• Annual production – 70mtpa, with options to 
170mtpa

• Work underway to assess faster ramp up

• Committed expenditure to date – $300m

• Project team workforce – 1,200 (incl 770 
contractors)

• Capital cost ~ $6 billion*

• Resource base:

• Pic de Fon 572mt (66.8% Fe)**

• Oueleba 1,682mt (65.7% Fe)**

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Pic de Fon + 
Oueleba PFS

Area of Simandou 
Mining Concession

Guinea

Port area

Proposed rail route

Simandou Mining
Concession

Conakry

Kamsar

Mine and infrastructure studies for the 
Simandou project are progressing well

• Mine studies – Initial Mining Area defined
• Rail studies

Rail corridor reduced from 5km to 1km
Length of proposed rail route ~ 740 kilometres
Pre-feasibility (PFS) capital estimates expected H2 2008

• Port studies
PFS capital estimates expected H2 2008

• Envisaged project milestones:
Project reviews end 2008, end 2009
Decision to invest end 2009
Start of construction 2010
First production Q4 2013

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Source: Rio Tinto estimates

The iron ore group is well positioned to deliver 
10% per annum growth for the next 7 years

Rio Tinto global iron ore production
(million tonnes per annum 100% basis)

• Rio Tinto has significant reserves and 
resources to continue to meet strong market 
demand for iron ore

• 220mtpa capacity in the Pilbara by end of 
this year

• Rapid progression of Pilbara 320mtpa 
studies

• New resources of 2.25 bt have been added 
for Simandou, in Guinea - a major new iron 
ore province

• Rio Tinto is well positioned due to its global 
supply strategy and global platform

CAGR 10.0%

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar

Copper
Bret Clayton, CEO Copper

Value and growth seminar

Thursday, 29 May 2008
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Original Topography

2008 Pit Surface

31 December 2007 Reserve Pit

New Resource Shell

>0.70% Cu Grade Zone

A further 628mt of resource has been announced 
at KUC – even after 100 years

Source: Resources – 16 May 2008 Rio Tinto press release

• Mine discovered in 1848, porphyry copper 
production commenced 1903

• 16Mt of copper mined & generated underlying 
earnings of $1.6bn in 2007

• World-class asset provides optionality to take 
advantage of changing economic conditions

• $1-2bn capex required for life extension
• Potential open pit extensions to 2036 followed by 

underground 
• Significant molybdenum potential at depth

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Reported resources

Price sensitivity upside

48

Source: Resources: 16 May 2008 Rio Tinto press release. Rio Tinto internal analysis. Mineral Resource and Ore Reserves data reported has been compiled by Jim Vickery, who is a member of the 
Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.  Vickery is a full-time employee of Kennecott Utah Copper Company and has the experience which is relevant to the style of mineralization and type of 
deposits under consideration and to the activity which he has undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration 
Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.  Vickery consents to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.

Long-term price assumptions have a large
impact on resources 

Bingham resource estimate: copper price grade – tonnage curves
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Illustrativ e upside @$1.90 LT Price

Reported Resources

COG, Equivalent Copper

If the long term copper price was 
to rise to $1.90, the pit shell 
could be expanded and cut-off 
grade (COG) could be lowered 
resulting in a 560Mt upside to 
reported resources

Reported KUCC resources as 
at May 2008

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Moly price trends and forecast

Molybdenum will continue to contribute 
significant value at KUC

KUC moly production
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• Optimised mine plan to increase moly production in 
response to market changes 

• Past three years yielded over 220% more moly 
compared to 2003

• Moly Autoclave Process (MAP) approved:

• Generates 7% recovery improvement from 2010

• Product diversification

• Rhenium recovery

• Significant molybdenum potential at depth

• Moly production at Resolution has potential for synergies 
with MAP

Source: Production – Rio Tinto

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Grasberg, Papua, Indonesia Expansion details

50
Source: Reserves and resources per 2007 Rio Tinto Annual Report

Sustained growth is anticipated with the 
Grasberg expansion

• Expansion of DOZ to 50ktpd completed in 2007 
Future expansion to 80ktpd underway. Target 
completion 2010

• Big Gossan to reach full rates in 2011

• 90% of Common Infrastructure project tunnelling 
complete

• Open pit transitioning to largely block cave 
operation

• 1st Quartile Operating Costs

• Reserves 2.7bt at 1.04% Cu

• Resources 3bt at 0.55% Cu; further exploration 
targets being investigated

• Post 2021 Rio Tinto ownership share increases to 
40%

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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• Estimated production start date of 2014

• 100% Rio Tinto owned

• 1st to 2nd quartile operating costs in copper production

• $108m expenditure to April 2008, budgeted additional 
$80m for May to Dec 2008

• $2.5 to $3 bn initial base case capex to production 

• Current employees 130 + 250 contractors

• Base case increase in production c.300 kt of Cu p.a. 
and studying the potential to increase to 500 ktpa Cu

• Inferred resource 2.8 bn tonnes @ 0.51%Cu, 0.1% Zn 
representing 0.56% Cu eq. at 0.3% Cu eq. cut-off 

• One of the largest undeveloped copper projects in 
Latin America

La Granja, Peru, estimated production 
Cu thousands tonnes pa

Project details
.

51

Source: Rio Tinto estimates. Inferred resource from 29 May 2008 Rio Tinto press release

Resource announcement of 2.8 billion tonnes 
signals real progress at La Granja

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar

5252

Estimated Grade Shells

0.2%CuEq grade limits

0.5%CuEq grade limits

1.0%CuEq grade limits

Drill Holes
Company #DDHs Metres
BHPB 9 1,947
PRE-
BHPB 319 113,310

Rio Tinto 68 45,852

BHPB Model @ 
0.2%Cu Cutoff

Source: BHPB, project owner in 2001, reported “targeted mineralisation” in the range of 2 billion tonnes at a copper cut-off grade of 0.3%. This mineralisation 
was described by BHPB as “indicated and inferred mineral resources”, but was not determined to JORC code standard.

Drilling programme and processing milestones 
achieved at La Granja

• Rio Tinto have undertaken an extensive amount of 
drilling since procurement in Dec 2005 (48km)

• An additional  40 km will be drilled during the pre-
feasibility study (until the end of Q1 2009) 

• 54,000 hectares in concessions around original La 
Granja project have been added

• Rio Tinto drilling to date has delineated at least five 
additional porphyry centres surrounded by 
mineralised skarn

• Lab scale test work of proprietary leaching process 
indicates +70% recovery for copper and zinc

• Industrial scale leach testing to start on site in 2009 
(subject to capital approval)

• Arsenic deportment is easily controlled within the 
dump/heap leaching process

400m0m 200m

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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53

Ivanhoe website IDP (2005), Expansion case - assumes Rio Tinto share of 46% ownership of Ivanhoe, which owns 66% of Oyu Tolgoi 
* Subject to negotiation with Government of Mongolia

Source: Rio Tinto forecasts for production figures for years beyond 2007 

Creative deal making provides access to a major 
next-generation operation at Oyu Tolgoi

• Options to increase holdings in Ivanhoe to 46%

• Average annual production to 2035 (100% basis) of 
440 kt of Cu and 320 koz of Au

• Currently employs over 500 at site and over 100 at 
Ulaanbaatar

• Work progresses on lateral development, purchase 
of equipment, pre-feasibility studies, environmental 
permitting and community and governmental 
engagement

• Negotiations continue with the Mongolian 
Government

• Highly prospective region

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Copper – gold orebodies

Prospects
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Source: Data compiled from IVN and ETG website presentations

Rio Tinto’s interests in the Oyu Tolgoi region 
provide additional opportunities

New construction camp

Shaft 2
site work

Shaft 1
complex

Oyu Tolgoi development
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Twelve kilometres strike

Entrée-Ivanhoe  JV Ivanhoe 100% Entrée Ivanhoe 
JV

Ivanhoe 100%

?

Shaft #2Shaft #1

MOLYBDENUM ZONE

GOLD ZONE

+2%
COPPER EQUIV.

+1% COPPER
EQUIV.

Copper-gold
porphyry ? Gold-copper 

Porphyry?

+3% COPPER EQUIV.? ?
?

Rio Tinto up to 46.6%Rio Tinto up to 41.8%* Rio Tinto 
up to 41.8%*

March 2007 resources (Southern +Hugo Dummet)
1.39 billion tonnes @ 1.33% Cu, 0.47g/t Au, (1.63% CuEq) (measured +indicated)
1.40 billion tonnes @ 0.98% Cu, 0.24g/t Au, (1.13% Cu Eq) (inferred)

Total contained metal (measured, indicated + inferred resources)

36 million tonnes copper, 45 million ounces gold

March 2008 preliminary resource
0.76 billion tonnes @ 0.48% Cu, 0.55g/t Au, 
140 ppm Mo (0.91% Cu Eq) (inferred)

55

Source: Entrée Gold 12 March 2008 press release, Ivanhoe 2006 Annual Information Form

*Assumes IVN exercise all earn-in obligations for ETG and Rio Tinto @ 46.6% of IVN; excludes Mongolian Government participation

Rio Tinto ownership of Oyu Tolgoi ore bodies

Depth (m)
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Heruga Southern Oyu Hugo Dummet / North Ext
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Resolution resource of 1.34 billion tonnes signals 
world class potential

• Rio Tinto ownership 55%

• Estimated production start up in 2020

• Estimated annual production ~500ktpa Cu

• Estimated capex to production $2.5 to $3.5bn (100%)

• Expenditure to date over $250M (100%)

• Current employees 70 + 200 FTE contractors in 2008 
plan (100%)

• Resource of 1.34 billion tonnes at approximately 
1.51% Cu, 0.040% Mo

• Exploration potential remains

• Securing land exchange

• Pre-feasibility study scheduled for completion in 2012

Resources from 29 May 2008 Rio Tinto press release

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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• Large scale, low cost, high grade laterite nickel 
opportunity supported by recent announcement of 
162Mt of resources at 1.62% Ni and 0.04% Co

• In 2000, Rio Tinto Exploration discovered a 
deposit straddling the border of the Central and 
South East Sulawesi Provinces of Indonesia

• One of the world’s largest undeveloped nickel 
opportunities, with potential further regional 
deposits of a similar size

• Initial feasibility study work will focus on 
exploration, environmental and community base 
line studies

• First production expected in 2015 with base case 
annual production of 46ktpa and potential 
expansion beyond 100ktpa

57

Sulawesi potential production profile
Thousand tonnes pa (100% Rio Tinto)

Resources from 28 May 2008 Rio Tinto press release

Over 160 million tonnes of nickel resource 
announced at Sulawesi

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Source: Rio Tinto forecasts for production figures for years beyond 2007

Rio Tinto’s attributable copper production 
Million tonnes

58

CAGR 
8.4%

Rio Tinto has increased its copper resources by 
137%, underpinning the strong project pipeline 

• Rio Tinto has a number of options from existing 
operations

• Bingham extension, Grasberg expansion

• Real progress is being made on other projects:

• La Granja, Oyu Tolgoi and Resolution

• Recent resource announcements support Rio 
Tinto’s copper project pipeline which is set to 
deliver 8.4% annual growth for the next 7 years

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Value and Growth Seminar
15 MINUTE BREAK

Thursday, 29 May 2008

Aluminium
Dick Evans, CEO Rio Tinto Alcan

Value and growth seminar

Thursday, 29 May 2008
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Bauxite Alumina Aluminium

Rio Tinto Alcan projects feature multiple high 
quality aspects

• Large reserve/ resource
• High alumina content/ low 

silica content
• Low operating cost
• Expandability
• Secure land rights
• Close to customers
• Processing capability through 

technology options

• Secure access to quality bauxite
• Secure energy source
• Low operating cost
• Expandability
• Access to skilled labour and 

ancillary services
• Proven delivery capability
• Close to customers

• Secure, competitively priced 
electricity

• Secure alumina supply
• Leading technology
• Low operating cost
• Expandability
• Access to skilled labour and 

ancillary services

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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• Andoom and Lorim Pt expand by 4mtpa and Pera Hd
development of 22mtpa OR Andoom and Lorim Pt expand by 
10mtpa and Pera Hd development of 15mtpa 

• Under either scenario, replaces 13mtpa post 2013 from East 
Weipa following end of reserve life

• Approx. US$1 bn growth capex (2008-2013)
• Feasibility completion 2009, commission end 2012
• 1.2 bn tonnes reserves, 2.2 bn tonnes resources, alumina 

content >50%

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan. Reserves and resources from Rio Tinto 2007 Annual Report

Embley
river

Weipa: a stellar resource close to Asia

Lorim Pt port 
and plant

Potential Pera Head 
port and plant

Andoom 
plant

Bauxite reserves

Mining Area

Bauxite production
Million tonnes per annum
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Additional growth
opportunities
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Yarwun: further expandability

Alumina production
Million tonnes per annum

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan

Yarwun 2
Yarwun 3 site

• Stage 2 expansion to add 2.0mtpa capacity to 
existing 1.4mtpa refinery in Gladstone, Australia  

• Once completed the refinery is expected to operate 
in the second quartile of the industry cash cost 
curve.  Replicates stage 1 technology

• US$1.8 bn project capex (2007-2011) 
• Construction commenced H2 of 2007 and is 

currently on schedule and budget  

• First shipments expected in H2 of 2010. Project 
completion in H2 of 2011. Ramp up expected to 
take 12 months following completion

• Gas-fired cogeneration facility
• Potential for third stage expansion of 2.0mtpa on 

current site and for production creep within existing 
operation. Study to commence in 2009 with 
construction completed in 2013 and first alumina in 
H1 2014

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Quebec: leveraging an aluminium hub

Arvida AP-50 Aluminium production
Million tonnes per annum
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• 60ktpa pilot plant, and evaluating the option of 
adding a 140ktpa second phase demonstration 
plant 

• Project designed to be expandable (to 400kt-
450ktpa) and technology to serve as the platform 
for subsequent technological advances

• When completed, the smelter is expected to 
operate in the first quartile of the industry cost curve

• Approx US$2 bn to US$2.5 bn project capex for 
200ktpa pilot plus demonstration plant. Includes 
infrastructure for 400kt-450ktpa potential capacity 
Expected approval early 2009. First metal expected 
in 2012 

• Primarily self owned hydro power energy
• AP-50 platform is the basis for AP-XE technology 

which is expected to lead to step changes in energy 
consumption, environmental impact and full 
economic cost

29 May 2008

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan
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Quebec: leveraging an aluminium hub

Alma 2

• Stage 2 expansion to add 150-190 ktpa capacity to 
existing 415 ktpa smelter. Once completed the 
smelter is expected to operate in the first quartile of 
the industry cash cost curve. Will utilise latest 
version of RTA’s AP 3X series pot cell technology

• Approx US$1.0 bn project capex (2008-2011)

• Currently in pre-feasibility/feasibility and expected to 
receive approval early 2009. Start up expected in 
H2 2011 

• Primarily self owned hydro power energy

Aluminium production
Million tonnes per annum

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

29 May 2008

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan
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Kitimat: a unique power position

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan

• Replacement of existing 277ktpa capacity 50yr old 
Soderburg smelter with 400ktpa capacity pre-bake 
utilising latest version of RTA’s AP series 
technology 

• Environmental footprint of plant will be reduced by 
more than 40% 

• Smelter expected to operate in first decile of 
industry cost curve once completed 

• Approx. US$2.5 bn project capex (2007-2011)

• Self-owned hydro electric power from the Kemano
generating station. When complete, the smelter will 
utilise all of the firm capacity of the Kemano
hydroelectric facility of around 700-710 MW

• Advanced feasibility and project preconditions 
completed. Expected to receive approval within 
months 

• First shipments expected in 2011. Phase out of 
existing production and ramp up of new capacity 
expected between Q4 2010 and Q4 2011

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Sohar: the world’s most modern smelter with 
options for expansion

OMAN

• 360ktpa capacity smelter. RTA led project 
development team. RTA is managing partner

• Largest single potline in the world. Will operate in 
the first decile of the industry cash cost curve

• US$1.7 bn project capex (100% basis). US$0.34 bn 
project capex (to ‘08) - Rio Tinto 20% share

• Secure, long term, low cost electricity

• Project on schedule and budget 
• Production to commence in June 2008 with ramp-

up to full production by Q1 09
• Advanced AP 36 technology, the most energy and 

greenhouse gas efficient in the world
• Sohar expansion: actively progressing an option to 

take an increased stake in a second potline 
expansion

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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• Two AP36 Potlines with capacity of 720ktpa.  RTA 
to take 60%. RTA to provide management and 
operational services.

• US$3 bn to US$3.5 bn project capex (2008-2012) 
on a 100% basis. US$1.8 bn to US$2.1 bn for 
60% RTA share.

• Manufacturing license granted

Sarawak: large scale hydro potential

* Production figures are expressed as RTA Equity Share.

Aluminium production*
Thousand tonnes per annum

• Pre-feasibility to complete mid 2008.  Feasibility 
would extend to mid 2009.  First metal in 2012. 

• Based on hydro power
• Potential to expand to higher amperage AP 

technology
• Close to RTA Australian alumina hub

* Production figures are expressed as RTA Equity Share.

Smelter Site

Bakun Dam

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan
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Alumina production
Million tonnes per annum
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Extensive and balanced volume growth

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan. Arrows represent first production 

Yarwun II

Ma’aden

QAL

Yarwun III

Alumar +

Guinea

CAGR 
9.0%

Gove
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CAGR 
7.2%

Impressive pipeline of aluminium growth

Alma II

Sarawak

Kitimat

Sohar II

Ma’aden

Iceland

Sohar

AP50 Phase 1

Coega

Forecast aluminium production (millions of tonnes)

Edea

Aluminium production
Million tonnes per annum

Source: Rio Tinto Alcan. Arrows represent first production 
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Exploration
Eric Finlayson, Head of Exploration

Value and growth seminar

Thursday, 29 May 2008
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Gerard Rheinberger, Jadar Project Exploration Results Competent Person: the Exploration 
Targets (being reported under Section 18 of the JORC Code) are based on assessments of 
prospects within Rio Tinto’s Serbian Tenure which are supported by drilling, geophysics, 
metallurgical test-work and modelling undertaken over the last 4 years. However there may be 
changes during evaluation of this mineralisation which can only be established through further 
work.

The potential quantity and grade is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient exploration to 
define a Mineral Resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in discovery of a 
Mineral Resource.

The information in this presentation that relates to Exploration Results is based on information 
compiled by Gerard Rheinberger who is a member of the Australian Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy. Gerard Rheinberger is a full-time employee of Rio Tinto and has sufficient experience 
which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the 
activity which they are undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 
Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore 
Reserves’.  Gerard Rheinberger consents to the inclusion in the presentation of the matters based 
on his information in the form and context in which it appears.

Reporting of Exploration Targets

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Steen Kristensen, Mongolia Coal Project Exploration Results Competent Person: the Exploration 
Results (being reported under Section 18 of the JORC Code) are based on assessments of 
prospects within Rio Tinto’s Mongolia Tenure which are supported by drilling, geophysics, 
metallurgical test-work and modelling undertaken over the last 2 years. However there may be 
changes during evaluation of this mineralisation which can only be established through further 
work.

The potential quantity and grade is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient exploration to 
define a Mineral Resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in discovery of a 
Mineral Resource.

The information in this presentation that relates to Exploration Results is based on information 
compiled by Steen Kristensen who is a member of ROPO (Recognised Overseas Professional 
Organisation). Steen Kristensen is a full-time employee of Rio Tinto and has sufficient experience 
which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the 
activity which they are undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 
Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore 
Reserves’. Steen Kristensen consents to the inclusion in the presentation of the matters based on 
his information in the form and context in which it appears.

Reporting of Exploration Results

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Steve Coombes, Lakeview Project Exploration Results Competent Person: the Exploration Results 
(being reported under Section 18 of the JORC Code) are based on assessments of prospects 
within Rio Tinto’s Lakeview Tenure which are supported by drilling, geophysics, metallurgical test-
work and modelling undertaken over the last 6 years. However there may be changes during 
evaluation of this mineralisation which can only be established through further work.

The potential quantity and grade is conceptual in nature, there has been insufficient exploration to 
define a Mineral Resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in discovery of a 
Mineral Resource.

The information in this presentation that relates to Exploration Results is based on information 
compiled by Steve Coombes who is a member of the Association of Professional Engineers and 
Geoscientists of British Columbia (ROPO Member). Steve Coombes is a contract employee of Rio 
Tinto and has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of 
deposit under consideration and to the activity which they are undertaking to qualify as a 
Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of 
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’.  Steve Coombes consents to the 
inclusion in the presentation of the matters based on his information in the form and context in 
which it appears.

Reporting of Exploration Results

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Mt Tom Price - Discovery 1962

Simandou - Discovery 2004

• Some mining companies do not explore

• Others explore unsuccessfully

• An exploration group that can regularly deliver 
discoveries is both uncommon and very valuable

• Tier 1 deposits – the largest and highest quality 
in the world – are geologically rare and confer 
sustainable competitive advantage

• They grow with exploration and commonly have 
other Tier 1 deposits nearby

• Their capacity to support production expansions 
delivers optionality and value growth

The role of exploration – growing company value 
through discovery of  Tier 1 mineral deposits

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Date Name Commodity Country Date Name Commodity Country

1947 Lac Allard Ilmenite Canada 2000 Potasio Rio Colorado Potash Argentina

1952 Weipa Bauxite Australia 2002 Resolution Copper USA

1962 Tom Price Iron Ore Australia 2004 Simandou Iron Ore Guinea

1965 Panguna Copper PNG 2005 La Granja Copper Peru

1967 Ok Tedi Copper PNG 2005 Caliwingina Iron Ore Australia

1968 Rossing Uranium Namibia 2007 Caliwingina North Iron Ore Australia

1979 Argyle Diamond Australia 2008 Sulawesi Nickel Indonesia

1982 Kaltim Prima Coal Indonesia

1983 Lihir Gold PNG

1985 QMM Ilmenite Madagascar

1990 Century Zinc Australia

1991 Corumba Iron Ore Brazil

1994 Diavik Diamond Canada

1995 Orissa Iron Ore India

• Sustained commitment over 60 years

• An unrivalled track record of discovery

• Sustainable into the future

• Discovery performance continues to improve

In evaluation

In construction

In operation

Divested/suspended

76

Rio Tinto has an unrivalled track record in Tier 1 
discoveries

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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• We operate our own exploration 
programmes and so retain technical and 
HSEC control

• We have global reach and local presence 
through being organised into regional multi 
commodity teams – with 250 geoscientists 
based in 30 countries

• We have a “boots on the ground” approach 
with our geoscientists spending 40% of 
their time in the field – exploring, making 
deals and engaging with local communities

• Our commitment to community 
engagement has delivered preferential 
exploration access

Exploration, Peru

Success has come from an exploration strategy 
that delivers clear competitive advantage

Regional teams are complemented by the Project Generation Group
PGG provides global commodity, technical and commercial expertise and 
searches globally for new opportunities

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Note : In RT annual report 2007 exploration spend is classified as a net cash expenditure and does not include $3m of depreciation, in addition it is consolidated 
with evaluation spend and stated at $576m, evaluation spend was $259m for Greenfield and $41m for Brownfield (excluding $ 232m of capitalised costs), Brownfield 
spend Rio Tinto estimates.

• Financial capacity to spend is irrelevant – it’s what 
you do that counts

• Disciplined growth since 2003 in organisational 
capability and geographic spread

• 71% of 2008 spending on the three pillars of Rio 
Tinto growth

Rio Tinto has been expanding its exploration 
programme to meet its growth objectives

• Quality of opportunity dictates the actual commodity 
split

• 53% of 2008 spend is in non-OECD countries

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Brownfield
Greenfield

$198m

$81mCopper 42%
Iron ore & coking coal 21%
Diamonds 13%
Bauxite 8%
Industrial Minerals 8% 
Uranium 5%
Nickel 3%

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Exploration
• Rio Tinto identifies a prospective area, 

acquires rights to explore it and conducts a 
systematic programme of exploration for an 
established target type – for example, a 
high-grade iron ore deposit

Early-stage acquisition
• Rio Tinto buys or earns an interest in a 

prospect or deposit that is held by another 
party – the other party may lack the funds 
or technical expertise to conduct the work 
themselves

Innovation
• New exploration opportunities are 

generated by applying new mining or 
metallurgical technology to existing sub-
economic deposits – for example, applying 
dump leach technology to low-grade copper 
deposits

Potasio Rio Colorado

Resolution

Simandou

La Granja

Caliwingina

Caliwingina N

Sulawesi

Discovery

79

New opportunities result from three different 
types of activity

Early-stage
acquisition

Innovation

Exploration

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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• Exploration on an industry-wide basis 
is a high-risk activity 

• Success - the creation of value -
demands ongoing rigorous testing and  
prioritisation of opportunities

Target 
Generation

Target
Testing

Project
of Merit

Order of
Magnitude

Area
Selection

100% of targets  <0.1% of targets

Discovery

80

Opportunities are tested and screened by several 
different stages of work

• Getting the process right requires 
technical expertise and high-quality 
management

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Planned handover in next 6-12 months

Regina

Lakeview
Mongolia

Camilaca

Coking Coal DiamondsPotash LithiumIlmeniteCopper NickelBauxite

Mozambique

Crowsnest

Canning

Iron Ore

Jadar

Tunceli

Gabon

Bunder

Orissa

LimpopoB13

El Arco

Copper Cliff

Kamchatka

Codelco JV

Curua

Landazuri

Morales / Cajibio

Taca Taca

Essequibo

Amargosa

81

Rio Tinto has a strong pipeline of greenfield 
opportunities for the next generation of projects

Source: Rio Tinto

Murindo

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Lakeview Nickel

• Project stage – Order of Magnitude

• Country – USA

• Ownership – 100% Rio Tinto

• 25km-long intrusion hidden beneath glacial cover 

• Conceptual targets are bulk-tonnage open-pit low-
grade nickel and Eagle-style high-grade underground 
deposits

• Drilling has focused on 1km² low-grade target in the 
north; 19 drill holes have outlined a body with average 
grade ~0.3% Ni equivalent 

• Final hole of winter programme intersected 138m @ 
1.6% Ni, 1.1% Cu including 28m @ 3.6% Ni, 2% Cu 
with strong off-hole conductors from downhole
geophysics

• Accelerated drilling programme now underway to 
delineate higher-grade zone 

• Plan to hand over an Inferred Mineral Resource by 
year-end

Source: Rio Tinto

H1 ‘08 H2 ‘08 H1 ‘09 H2 ‘09 H1 ‘10

OoM Start OoM Completion

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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H1 ‘08 H2 ‘08 H1 ‘09 H2 ‘09 H1 ‘10

OoM Start OoM Completion

83

Mongolia Coking Coal

• Project stage – Order of Magnitude

• Country – Mongolia

• Ownership – 70% - 100% Rio Tinto

• 489km² property located 280km from rail 

• Conceptual target is very large low-volatile hard coking 
coal (LVHCC) and co-product export thermal coal 
operation

• Multiple coal seams up to 62m thick mapped over more 
than 30km of strike; cumulative seam thickness up to 
140m

• Surface sampling and 17 drill holes have identified an 
initial 20km² where coking coal potential appears best 
over cumulative coal thickness of ~ 28m 

• Preliminary test work in the initial area indicates 17.2% 
LVHCC yield and 21.7% export thermal coal yield; the 
LVHCC has 10.9% ash, 0.6% S, 0.01% P, CSR 
(Coke Strength after Reaction)¹ 65 - 70, CSN (Crucible 
Swelling Number) 8, Volatile Matter (dry ash-free basis) 
23%, Calorific Value 8,830kcal and Alkalinity Index 0.4; 
the export thermal coal has 20% ash, 0.6% S, Calorific 
Value 6,925kcal 

• 25,000m delineation drilling programme now underway 
with view to delivering an Inferred Mineral Resource by 
year-end

Source: Rio Tinto, ¹estimated

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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OoM Completion

84

Bunder Diamonds

• Project stage – Order of Magnitude

• Country – India

• Ownership – 100% Rio Tinto

• Conceptual target is an open-pit diamond mine

• Cluster of eight lamproite pipes discovered with 
combined surface area of ~ 26ha; B28 is largest pipe 
at 18ha

• 47 drill holes and three bulk sample pits on B28

• B28 Exploration Target to be jointly announced by Rio 
Tinto and the State Government of Madhya Pradesh

• Further surface bulk sampling for diamond valuation 
underway 

• Aim to provide Inferred Mineral Resource by end-Q3 
2008

H1 ‘08 H2 ‘08 H1 ‘09 H2 ‘09 H1 ‘10

Source: Rio Tinto
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OoM Completion

85

Jadar Lithium and Borates

• Project stage – Order of Magnitude

• Country – Serbia

• Ownership – 100% Rio Tinto

• Located two hours drive from Belgrade 

• Conceptual target is a conventional underground 
mine 

• 36 drill holes define a 4.8km² deposit comprising 
three stacked jadarite horizons (named the Upper, 
Middle and Lower Zones) that each average between 
13 and 15m in thickness 

• Preliminary test work indicates that magnetic 
separation produces a suitable high grade 
concentrate; test work also indicates a viable process 
for converting concentrate to lithium carbonate and 
boric acid 

• Exploration Target for the higher-grade part of the 
Lower Zone is 80 -100 Mt @ 1.8-2.2% Li2O, 13.5 -
16.5% B2O3

• Aim to provide Inferred Mineral Resource by mid Q3 
2008

H1 ‘08 H2 ‘08 H1 ‘09 H2 ‘09 H1 ‘10

Source: Rio Tinto

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Regina Potash

• Project stage – Target Testing

• Country – Canada

• Ownership – 100% Rio Tinto

• 1,200km² property east of the Belle Plaine mine

• Conceptual target is a potash solution mine

• 4 previous drill holes on property intersected the 
potash-bearing Prairie Evaporite

• All 4 holes intersected the Patience Lake, Belle Plaine
and Esterhazy potash beds with combined thickness 
of between 20m and 30m

• 500 line-km of petroleum seismics maps the Prairie 
Evaporite across the entire tenement 

• Depth and geothermal gradient appear favourable for 
solution mining

• Drilling commences early August

RTX Claims

1616 m

1646 m

1676 m

13m @ >20% K2O

9m @ 12-17% K2O

8m @ 18-22% K2O

35 km

~1800m

Prairie Evaporite

N

Rio Tinto Claims

55 km
Belle Plaine Esterhazy

Patience Lake
ColonsayAllan

Cory

Vanscoy

Rocanville
Regina

OoM StartDrill Test OoM Completion

H1 ‘08 H2 ‘08 H1 ‘09 H2 ‘09 H1 ‘10

Source: Rio Tinto
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Crowsnest Coking Coal

• Project stage – Target Testing

• Country – Canada

• Ownership – 100% Rio Tinto

• 100km² property 20km south of 6Mtpa Elkview open-
cut coking coal mine; adjacent to existing rail

• Conceptual target is a longwall underground mine

• 3 recent CBM holes on property intersected eight coal 
seams between 3m and 24m in thickness within Mist 
Mountain coal measures

• Drill holes and surface mapping suggest large, gently-
dipping structural block that could potentially contain 
billions of tonnes of coal 

• Regional correlation suggests upper seams have 
coking coal potential, lower seams export thermal 
coal potential 

• Seismic starts mid June, drilling early July
OoM StartDrill Test OoM Completion

H1 ‘08 H2 ‘08 H1 ‘09 H2 ‘09 H1 ‘10

Source: Rio Tinto

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Bingham Canyon

IOC

GoveERA

Rössing Pilbara

Freeport

Corumba

Escondida Bowen Basin

Diavik

88

Outstanding brownfield opportunities

Source: Rio Tinto

UraniumIron Ore Copper Bauxite Coking CoalDiamonds

To be discussed

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Bowen Basin Coking Coal – Hail Creek

• Project stage – Order of Magnitude

• Country – Australia

• Ownership – 82%  Rio Tinto

• 235Mt* published resources and 174Mt* reserves at Hail Creek 
and Hail Creek East 

• Hail Creek Underground is 30km² target down-dip of Hail Creek 
open-pit in Rangal coal measures 

• 15 previous drill holes, 29 line-km of seismics

• New modelling indicates that much of the target may be open 
cuttable thereby dramatically increasing recoverable coal

• Inferred Mineral Resource possible by year-end with limited in-
fill drilling and seismics

• Mt Robert target comprises 15km strike length of Rangal
measures and 22km strike length of Moranbah measures 

• 189 previous drill holes in Rangal measures and 404 previous 
holes in Moranbah measures   

• Inferred Mineral Resource possible by year-end with limited in-
fill drilling 

• Lake Elphinstone target comprises 12km strike length of Rangal
measures 

• 180 previous drill holes 

• 78Mt* coking coal resources but scope to significantly expand  

• New Inferred Mineral Resource possible by year-end with 
limited additional drillingSource :* 2007 Rio Tinto Annual Report

Hail Ck
Mine
409Mt

100 km

Hail Creek U/G

Lake 
Elphinstone

Mt Robert
Extensions

Mt Robert

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Bowen Basin Coking Coal – Winchester South

• Project stage – Order of Magnitude

• Country – Australia

• Ownership – 75%  Rio Tinto

• 25km² target area in Rangal coal measures 

• 1,100 previous drill holes in Main Syncline 

• 97Mt published resource (2007 RT Annual Report) 
but scope to significantly expand  

• New Inferred Mineral Resource possible by year-end 
with limited additional drilling 

• Undrilled underground target in Western Block will be 
tested in 2009

Western Block

0 5km

Main Syncline 

Source: Rio Tinto
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ERA Orbit - Uranium

• Project stage – Order of Magnitude

• Country – Australia

• Ownership – 68.4%  Rio Tinto

• Ranger 3 Deeps is depth extension of the current 
Ranger 3 ore body 

• 120 drill holes have intersected the deposit

• Resource estimation work is underway 

• Excellent exploration targets elsewhere on the 
Ranger and Jabiluka leases

1km

Ranger 1 deeps

Ranger 3 deeps

Near Mine Exploration

Anomaly 8
Anomaly 5

Source: Rio Tinto

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Rössing Orbit - Uranium

• Project stage – PFS/Target Testing

• Country – Namibia

• Ownership – 68.6%  Rio Tinto

• Giant low-grade uranium system; all past mining on 
the SJ deposit 

• Major PFS drilling programme underway on the SK 
deposit located 2km east of the SJ open pit

• Aim for Indicated Mineral Resource by year-end 

• Exploration drilling commences Q4 on numerous 
other targets on the mine lease

• Heap-leach test work underway to potentially reduce 
cut-off grade and convert waste dumps to ore

Source: Rio Tinto
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Tier 1 discoveries since 2000 = 6²

Net cost per discovery $91m

93

Majority of Tier 2 discoveries are divested and 
make an important contribution to self-financing 
exploration expenditure

Cumulative amounts, 2000 - 2007 

Source: ¹Rio Tinto Exploration Greenfield spend (excluding evaluation) includes acquisition costs for La Granja and PRC, ²Rio Tinto Annual Report 2007

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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* Values grossed up for whole Tier 1 body based on percentage ownership, Anglo American investment in Amapa and Minas Rio (excluding port), Lundin acquisition of 
Tenke based on 20 day VWAP as per 11 Apr 07 announcement, Marubeni acquisition of stake in Esperanza and El Tesoro, Anglo American investment in Pebble, 
Xstrata acquisition of Indophil, BHPB acquisition of Anglo Potash

$4.4bn 
average

4.37

Tenke Fungurume 5.70

Amapa/Minas Rio 10.05

Value $ billionsTransactionYear

2007

2007

Copper

Iron ore

Our cost of discovery is a fraction 
of current acquisition cost $91m

Other

Esperanza/Tesoro2008

2.85

1.19

1.14

Pebble East2007

Tampakan2008

Anglo Potash2008

94

Rio Tinto’s cost for a Tier 1 discovery at $91m 
represents exceptional value

Source: MEG, press releases, team analysis
29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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Exploration summary slide

• Exploration is a key contributor to Rio Tinto growth 

• We have an unrivalled track record of discovery that is sustainable into the future

• Success comes from rigorous focus on Tier 1 deposits; a proven exploration strategy; and 
effective prioritisation of opportunities

• We have global reach, local presence and multi-commodity capability

• Our average Tier 1 discovery cost – at $91M – is a fraction of the cost of buying comparable 
resources in the market

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar

Summary
Tom Albanese, CEO

Value and growth seminar

Thursday, 29 May 2008
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Rio Tinto is well positioned to deliver into rapid 
long term demand growth

100
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
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Energy
CAGR 11.6%

Rio Tinto production volume index – by commodity

Notes:
Production is total attributable production. Figures are based on estimated yearly production levels weighted by long term analyst consensus prices. 

Total production volume is rebased to 100 for 2008. 
Commodities included: Aluminium, alumina, iron ore, export thermal coal, export metallurgical coal, copper, gold, silver, molybdenum, and uranium.
Aluminium figure is for primary metal and alumina combined
Source: Rio Tinto

Iron Ore
CAGR 9.4%

Aluminium
CAGR 7.6%

Base metals
CAGR 8.4%8.6% CAGR

Excluded projects:
1. Sulawesi nickel
2. Eagle nickel
3. PRC potash
4. Madagascar

Ilmenite

98

Rio Tinto has today most of the reserves and 
resources necessary to maintain its growth 
trajectory to 2022…

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 98

* At Rio Tinto forecast growth rates from 2008–2015: Copper = 8.4% (as for Base metals business); Bauxite = 7.6% (as for Aluminium business); Coal = 11.6% (as for 
Energy business); Iron ore = 9.4%    **  Average mill recoveries applied to Rio Tinto resources       ***  Excludes US Thermal Coal

Source: Rio Tinto 2007 Annual Report; Rio Tinto analysis; Rio Tinto press releases (including recent releases for KUCC, Resolution, La Granja, Simandou)

Reserve required to 2022 to maintain growth trajectory*
Current reserves
Current resources

Rio Tinto’s current resource and reserve position (attributable)
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…and our proven exploration capability helps 
support continued growth in our resource base

Rio Tinto has recently announced major 
new resources at five locations:

1.Simandou

2.La Granja

3.Sulawesi

4.Resolution

5.KUC

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 99

• Exceptional exploration track record – more 
Tier 1 discoveries than any other miner since 
2000

• Strong pipeline of Tier 1 assets in the 
exploration pipeline

• Tier 1 opportunities have the most 
advantaged position on the cost curve

• Rio Tinto’s cost of finding Tier 1 opportunities 
is more cost effective than acquisition

Strong exploration activityGrowing resource base
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• Demand for key Rio Tinto products will double by 2022 amid continuing supply-
side pressures and constraints

• Quality growth options are highly valuable in strong markets

• Rio Tinto’s valuation framework explicitly identifies and values growth options
in investments and transactions

• Our organic growth outlook of 8.6%pa to 2015 is real:  we have today provided 
a detailed account of key projects which underpin this

• Our exploration portfolio will continue to deliver low–cost growth beyond the 
current horizon: we have recently announced five major new resource bodies

Rio Tinto is in an excellent position to capture 
the upside from a continuing buoyant market

29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar 100
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• Evaluation costs are expensed when incurred

• Central exploration costs in 2007 are shown net of $195m of divestment proceeds

(20)210Central Exploration

Charge to underlying earnings (US$m) 2008 Forecast 2007

Copper & Diamonds 270 146

Iron ore 250 87

Aluminium 80 17

Energy & Minerals 60 49

Total Evaluation 660 299

103

Evaluation expenditure is set to more than 
double in 2008 as projects progress

Source: Rio Tinto
29 May 2008 Value and Growth Seminar
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